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A
ABSTRACT
T
Innternet search has
h initially beeen a strong driv
ving force for th
he
rapid emergencee of 3D buildin
ng models of laarge urban areaas.
A
Additionally, maany commercial and governmenttal initiatives hav
ve
bbeen started to develop
d
urban 3D
D geographic infformation system
ms
inn a transition from the classicall 2D- to the nov
vel 3D-GIS. Th
he
m
modeling of buillding roofs is th
hus a relevant reesearch topic. Th
he
ffocus has been on
o the use of aerial
a
LiDAR po
oint clouds (Lig
ght
D
Detection And Ranging). How
wever, recent prrogress in digittal
aaerial cameras haas rendered posssible the acquisittion of very den
nse
ppoint clouds from
m high overlap digital aerial im
magery, and to use
u
thhese point cloud
ds jointly with the image inform
mation to generaate
33D building mod
dels.
T
This paper preseents a multi-step
p processing fram
mework and wo
ork
fflow for the auto
omatic segmentaation of building
g roofs in denseely
bbuilt-up areas fro
om high-resolutiion vertical aerial images. Detaiils
eextruding from, or
o intruding into, a roof are being excluded so th
hat
eeach roof is bein
ng modeled by means
m
of its plaanar segments an
nd
ccan then be classsified as a speciffic roof type from
m a set of standaard
roof shapes. Wee show that the results from aerial photograph
hy
ccompete well with LiDAR-reesults as repo
orted by LiDA
AR
researchers. Our experimental work
w
employs a test area in Graz
(A
Austria) with 18
86 buildings.

C
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K
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11. INTROD
DUCTION
T
The 2- dimension
nal GIS is rapid
dly morphing into a 3-dimension
nal
m
model of the Earrth and human haabitat. Typical use
u of the resultin
ng
33D GIS and its 3D virtual citiies include urbaan and landscap
pe
pplanning, archittectural design, tourist and leisure activitiees,
eenvironmental simulations,
s
dissaster prepared
dness, real estaate
trransactions etc. Depending on the
t input data an
nd the applicatio
on,
thhe required level of detail (LO
OD) may vary widely.
w
This maay
range from the Lego-type
L
paralllelepipeds denotted as LOD-1 via
v
m
models with rooff shapes as LOD
D-2 to building models
m
with detaail
ssuch as windowss and roof details as LOD-3 and
d on to LOD-4 to
innclude the build
ding interior [18
8]. In its most so
ophisticated form
m,
thhe virtual city will
w model not only
o
each buildiing, but also eacch

tree, sttreet detail, briddge and water body is modelled in three
dimenssions, and manyy details will be included such aas windows,
doors, facade elemennts, sidewalks, m
manholes, parkking meters,
suspendded wires, streeet signs etc., aall as separate oobjects (see
figure 11). LOD-2 to LO
OD-4 need a moddel of the roof shhapes.

Figuree 1. 3D city mod
del, LOD2 (detaail of Leiden, Neetherlands)
[C
Courtesy: Aerod
data Internation
nal Surveys, Beelgium,
http://ww
ww.aerodata-su
urveys.com/].
Thhe state of the arrt methods of intterpreting buildiing roofs are
based oon airborne LiD
DARs (Light Dettection And Rannging). They
offer innstant access too point clouds aand an easy traansition to a
Digital Surface Modeel (DSM). The two fundamental LiDARapproacches for 3D buuilding reconstruuction are modeel-driven or
data-drriven. Model-driiven methods usse a predefined list of roof
forms aas presented in figure 7 and m
match the data against those
forms [[1], [2]. Compleex roofs typicallly are beyond ssuch modeldriven methods. Thereffore data-drivenn roof reconstrucction is often
preferreed [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], where a roof gets segmented into
planar roof elements. Ideally, each ddata-plane descriibes exactly
one rooof plane. A rrecent paper [88] assesses the quality of
reconsttructed buildingg models using LiDAR. It quootes a point
densityy of 25 pts/m2 w
which corresponnds to a Grounnd Sampling
Distancce of 20cm. It qquotes a total standard deviationn for corner
point iddentification of 110-15cm.
Thhe progress in ddigital aerial cam
meras has made possible the
acquisiition of very deense point cloudds at 100 pts/m
m² and up to
1000 ppts/m², based on imaging with G
Ground Samplinng Distances
GSD b etween 10 cm aand 3 cm. Those densities are desirable to
model details of facaddes and roofs, street signs andd suspended
wires. The DSM from
m aerial photoggraphy no longger is being
computted at point inttervals of 10 too 20 pixels assoociated with
traditioonal 2-image sttereo overlaps. Current point clouds get
acquireed at a density off 1 point per pixxel taking advanttage of a 10-

w geometry [9], and thus to a concept
c
of “supeer]. Such densee DSM leads to well-defineed
ing roof lines and
a is helpful in
n automating an
ny
ysis.
presents the auttomatic segmen
ntation of buildin
ng
built-up areas frrom high-resoluttion vertical aeriial
ns to each roof a type, and it offfers a measure of
oof to carry solaar panels.
multi-step processsing framework leading to a bassic
ts of the propossed procedure arre based on a teest
ustria) with 186
6 buildings We show
s
that verticcal
ovide us with a success assignm
ment to a roof typ
pe
ofs.

ch
or the proposed roof
r
interpretatio
on is a framewo
ork
1] and its imprrovement to deal with extrudin
ng
building [12]. This segments the images an
nd
c point clouds in
nto individual prroperties, buildin
ng
D point clouds asssociated with eaach building.
uilding’s point cloud
c
has been isolated,
i
roofs get
g
steps. First is a sm
moothing of the DSM with a tottal
ation method (TG
GV) [13]. Then all roof planes get
g
an approach first introduceed by [14] an
nd
-called random
m sampling and conceptu
ual
Finally the roof planes
p
are input to a classificatio
on
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Thhe main propertyy of TGV this iss that it allows too reconstruct
piecew
wise polynomial functions of aarbitrary order. It has the
propertty to be convexx, which means that a solutionn is globally
optimall. For the approoximation of buiildings it is suffiicient to use
the TG
GV regularizatioon of the seconnd order since tthey can be
approxiimated by pieecewise planarr surfaces. Thhis method
combinnes TGV regularrization of seconnd order with thhe Huber-L1
norm.
min
n
,
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|

|ε v |
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|

Appplying this meethod to a typicaal roof produces a smoothed
result illlustrated in Figgure 2, taken from
m the test dataseet in the city
of Grazz, Austria. In thiis image you cann see that outliers and noise
within the range data are minimized by maintainingg the global
structurre of a roof.

moothing
ange data will be
b noisy so thatt an interpretatio
on
opic is a very prominent one in
n photogrammettry
e there exist many algorithms that discuss th
his
ain requirement for such a smoo
othing algorithm is
es noise but prreserves sharp edges and smaall
his reason and to
o accelerate the plane
p
detection we
w
using the “total generalized variation” TGV [13
3].
has the advantaage that it caan be efficienttly
the GPU and is therefore very faast.
onal approach fiinds the solution
n of the model by
b
f an energy-functional that is usu
ually composed of
e regularization
n term copes with
w
the a-prio
ori
ut the smoothneess properties off the solution an
nd
rces the solution
n to be similar to the input datta.
er variant of thiis functional is ideally suited for
f
e surfaces and therefore
t
well su
uited to buildings
oximated by piecce-wise planar su
urfaces.
erm is based on
n the robust Hu
uber-L1 norm, th
he
rm is based on TGV.
T
The stren
ngth of the Hubeerat it reduces sttair-casing often
n found in oth
her
er reflects the noise
n
model of real
r
range imagees.
g the Huber norrm to the data and
a regularizatio
on
d “Huber modell” is obtained.

ke digital or hard copies of all or paart of this work fo
or
oom use is granted
d without fee provided that copies arre
ributed for profitt or commercial advantage
a
and thaat
notice and the fulll citation on the first
f
page. To cop
py
ublish, to post on
n servers or to reedistribute to lists,
cific permission an
nd/or a fee.
-2011, Chicago Il, USA.
ACM 1-58113-000--0/00/0010…$10.0
00.

Figurre 2: (a )Shows R
RGB image of ssingle building of our test
datasset (b) shows range image with
hout using TGV
V model (c)
showss range image u
using TGV mod
del (d) shows deetail of raw
raange data (e) sh
hows detail of raange data usingg TGV.

2.2 P
Plane Detecction
Thhe smoothed point clouds aree now the inpuut to plane
detectioon. This appliess to façades as w
well as to roofs. We use the
“J-Linkkage” method introduced by [14] that ressembles the
RANSA
AC method. Thee approach is described in [14] iin detail, but
we willl present a shoort summary here. The processs starts by
random
m sampling too generate model hypothesess. The big
differennce to RANSAC
C is that minim
mal sets are consstructed in a
way thhat neighboring ppoints are selectted with higher probability.
That m
means that if a pooint xi has alreaddy been selectedd, that xj has
the folllowing probabiliity of being draw
wn:
1
0
Z…
σ…
xi ,xj …

norrmalization consstant
heuuristically chosen constant
sinngle observationss

RANSAC in contrast treatss all points with
h the same weig
ght
thhat is in our casse undesirable. Each
E
surface poiint gets associateed
w
with the characteeristic function of the set of ran
ndom models th
hat
ffit the point. Upo
on the creation of
o all hypotheses one computes for
f
eeach point a preeference set (sett of hypothesis it prefers). Poin
nts
thhat belong to th
he same structu
ure have a simillar preference seet,
m
meaning they aree close in the con
nceptual space.
A tailored agglomerative
a
cllustering groupss points belongin
ng
too the same mod
del, where at eaach step the two
o clusters with th
he
m
minimum pairwiise distance aree merged. This distance betweeen
tw
wo preference seets is calculated using the Jaccarrd distance:
,

| ∪ | | ∩ |
| ∪ |

w
where A and B are
a two sets. It measures
m
the deg
gree of overlap of
thhe two sets and reaches from 0 (identical sets) to
t 1. Elements are
a
liinked together if their preferrence sets overrlap. Outliers are
a
represented as small
s
clusters. Figure
F
3 shows the result of th
he
pplane detection for
f one building of
o our test dataseet.

F
Figure 3: (left) Axonometric viiew of smoothed
d 3D point clou
ud
of (GSD 10cm) (points
(
are high
hlighted in red);
of building roo
Dimensions: x,y-axis [in
[ pixels], z-axiis [in m]
((right) 3D Pointt cloud of roof highlighted
h
in blue;
b
overlaid arre
the two majorr planes, markeed in blue and the two smaller
planes in
i green.

22.2.1 Elimina
ation of Small Structures
The definitiion of segments of roof planes is followed by an
a
eelimination of smaller
s
structurees. These could
d for example be
b
ddormer windowss or chimneys.
There are two
t
main param
meters that are important
i
for th
his
pprocessing step: First, the sizee of the individ
dual segments of
pplanes must excceed a threshold
d for the segmen
nt to be retaineed.
A
Additionally we need to consideer the possibility
y that segments of
pplanes are linked and really do
o represent parts of a larger an
nd
thherefore relevan
nt segment. And
d second the ex
xistence of heig
ght
ddiscontinuities att the borders off a segment. Theese discontinuitiies
w
within a roof caan be found prrimarily at dorm
mer windows an
nd
cchimneys. Figurre 4 illustratess a building roof where som
me
sstructures have been
b
eliminated on
o the basis of th
he rules describeed
hhere.

2.3 R
Roof Shapess
Thhe roof planes are now avaiilable as an innput into a
classifiication of the roofs. The anaalysis is compllex because
buildinng configurationss can be rather ccomplex. Therefo
fore it makes
sense too consider the bbuilding footprinnts, much as has been done
in the m
modeling of facaades in [11]. One can decomposse a building
footprinnt into so-calledd “cells” represeenting simple basic shapes,
using a method introduuced in [3]. Shouuld an individuall cell appear
to still be complex, wee review the 3D ppoint cloud itsellf. The point
cloud oof a cell gets assoociated with diff
fferent height claasses using a
methodd introduced in [15].
It is necessary to differentiate beetween simple aand complex
buildinng footprints. Thhe complexity oof buildings andd thus roofs
may innclude urban L
L- and T-shapess (see figure 5)). A simple
footprinnt is of a buildinng consisting off only four facess (see figure
7). Com
mplexity gets inncreased if roof elements are coonnected, as
shown in figure 9: a footprint is thus coomplex when a bbuilding has
more thhan 4 faces andd if it has conneected roof elemeents. This is
the casee for L- ,T- and miscellaneous oother buildings llike the ones
illustratted in figures 5 and 8. The coomplexity of thee building is
thus reppresented by thee complexity off its footprint, annd this must
be dettermined. The big problem iis that the useed building
classifiication (see figuure 5b) is not very accurate because of
misclasssifications due to vegetation aand shadows. T
Therefore to
enhancce our roof innterpretation wee have to dettermine the
emerginng masonry. W
We use a method to reconstruuct building
façadess in 3D that w
was presented inn [11]. This reesulted in a
descripption of the com
mplex 3D façaade and a refinned building
footprinnt. Figure 5 illusstrates how the ffootprint gets reppresented by
straightt line segments.

F
Figure 5: (a) bu
uilding visible in
n vertical aeriall image (b)
segmeentation result ((c) in red modiffied building ou
utline using
3D ffaçade reconstru
uction (d) enhaanced building ffootprint.
Affter the determiination of the buuilding footprinnts in a next
step wee have to split thhe footprint into mostly quadrilatteral regions
to ease a further interppretation. A methhod presented inn [3] divides
a buildding footprint int
nto mostly quadrrilateral shaped polygons in
accordaance with figuure 6. The deccomposition coonsiders the
requireement that the nuumber of cells bbe a minimum. This can be
done bby defining ann adequate subbset that still reflects the
charactteristics of the buuilding.

Figuree 6: Decomposittion of building footprint from
m figure into
quadrilateral ccells.

Figure 4: RGB
B image of build
ding and buildin
ng mask withou
ut
smaller structures (dow
wnsampled by factor
f
4).

Thhe cells now dettermine the rooff shape of the bbuilding. We
are parrticularly interessted the standard roof shapes illlustrated in
figure 7 and table 1,, and their com
mbinations whenn roofs get
conneccted as illustratedd in figure 9.

Tablee 1. Different rooof shapes
Flat roof
(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation Classses
Ratioo
Adjaacency

tomatic classificcation of roofs into the standaard
oncept introduceed in [14]. It works
w
with “heig
ght
ted with the 3D point cloud (seee figure 8): in our
o
a lower, a middlee and an upper class.
c

-

Shed rooff

(h)

rent roof shapess (a) gable rooff (b) shed roof (cc)
ng (d) half hipped roof (e) man
nsard roof (f) fla
at
saw-tooth roof (h)
( mansard hip
pped roof.

1
~ 0 degree

Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation Classses
Ratioo
Adjaacency

1
> 0 degree

Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation
Classses
Ratioo
Adjaacency

2
> 0 degree (similar))
1x is -1 (dot product of 2 adjacent normaal vectors)
wer and upper class
all 2 planes have low
same ratio
1 neighoring

plane has lower, uppper class
same ratio
-

Gable rooff

Hip roof
ification of a bu
uilding roof into
o different heigh
ht
classees [15].
very crucial wh
hen dealing with different kinds of
mansard roofs. In
n contrast to thee method used in
both the roof pitch and the building
b
footprin
nt.
egments of roo
of planes are assigned
a
to theeir
ht class. The nu
umber of points belonging
b
to eacch
ses is counted per
p plane. Pointss in the upper an
nd
of special interesst. The ratio betw
ween the numbeers
asses is relevant for the assesssment of the ro
oof
e
with hip roofs. Th
he
s especially effective
es the following features of a roo
of:
er of planes
pitch
ation of normal vector
v
belonging to low
wer and upper cllass and their rattio
ency matrix (plan
nes)
tant parameter is the orientatio
on of the norm
mal
d
the orrientation of tw
wo
important to determine
anes. The result of
o this calculatio
on is a function of
wo roofs, it is 0 if
i two planes staand normal to eacch
anes face in a similar direction and
a -1 if they loo
ok
ections. The usse of these parrameters and th
he
of a roof into quadrilateral cells
c
results in a
each roof into th
he major roof shaapes of table 1.

Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation
Classses
Ratioo
Adjaacency

4
> 0 degree (each 2 aare similar)
4x is 0; 2x is -1
4 planes have lowerr and upper class
upper class smaller than lower class
3 planes are neighorring

Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation
Classses

4
> 0 degree (each 2 aare similar)
4x is 0; 2x is -1
2 planes have lowerr and upper class
2 planes have just uppper class
upper class smaller tthan lower class
3 planes are neighbooring

Half Hipped rroof

Ratioo
Adjac
acency

Mansard rooof
Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation
Classses
Ratioo
Adjaacency

4
> 0 degree (each 2 aare similar)
2x is 1; 1x is -1
2 planes have upperr class
2 planes have lowerr class
1 neighboring

M
Mansard Hippedd roof
Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation
Classses
Ratioo
Adjac
acency

8
> 0 degree (each 4 aare similar)
4x is 1; 1x is -1; 8x is 0
4 planes have upperr class
4 planes have lowerr class
points in upper classs are fewer than in loower class
various

Sawtooth roof
Planees
Rooff Pitch
Orienntation
Classses
Ratioo
Adjaacency

several
> 0 degree (all are ssimilar)
always is 1
all planes have loweer and upper class
same ratio
various

In addition to the principal roof types of table 1, the approach
also works with the connecting roof shapes of figure 9.

Figure 9. Examples for possible connecting roof shapes
One significant improvement of the proposed method over
[3] is the ability to deal with non-symmetric and more general
roof shapes.

3. Experiments
The test area covers 400m x 400m near the core of the city of
Graz with 186 different buildings. The vertical aerial photography
was taken with a GSD of 10 cm and 80% forward and 60%
sideward overlaps, using the large format digital aerial camera
UltraCam-X.
Ground truth of the roof shapes was collected by hand. Table
2 summarizes the types of roofs. Since some roofs fall outside the
standard types, a “miscellaneous” category with 24 entries was
required. An additional classification was into “simple” and
“complex” buildings, and the latter was further classified into Lbuildings (corners), T-buildings and buildings with U- and other
irregular shapes. The test area has 125 simple and 61 complex
buildings. Of the complex buildings 25 are L-and 17 are Tbuildings, and 19 fall into the miscellaneous category.
Table 2. Ground truth: types of roof shapes for the 186building test area
Flat
roof

Shed
roof

Gable
roof

Hip
roof

16

14

121

2

Half Mansard
Hipped
roof
Roof

7

0

Mansard Sawtooth
NonHipped
roof
allocatable
roof
roofs

0

2

Table 3. Different roof shapes

The 186 buildings consist of a total of 614 major roof planes. Of
these, our approach detected 567 planes. Table 3 presents the
detection rates at 92%. A major limitation for the plane detection
presents itself when the roofs are curved or very fragmented, thus
when there are no planes. The test area has four such buildings.
Down-sampling of the DSM point clouds by a factor 4 is
acceptable to first suppress minuscule plane segments and to
secondly accelerate the throughput. This down-sampling
eliminates small structures in advance. Nonetheless even with this
down-sampling not all small structures can be eliminated
especially larger dormer windows. Before the roof type can be
assigned one needs to eliminate the remaining small structures
caused by bigger dormers and chimneys and other extrusions or
intrusions. Success in defining and removing such small structures
was at 83%, identifying 612 of the 738 smaller roof structures.

smaller structures

614

738

detected

567

612

Detection rate [%]

92

83

The assignment of a standard roof type concerns 162 of the
186 buildings, since 24 fall outside the standards. If we could
detect these non allocatable buildings automatically we achieve a
detection rate of 88%, thus 145 buildings out of 162 were
correctly classified (see table 4). If we include the 24 nonallocatable buildings we achieve 78%.
While the flat roof would seem to be the easiest type to
identify, only 88% were correct. This translates to an error in 2 of
16 buildings, and it turns out that these 2 flat roofs have gardens.
The shed roofs were identified at a rate of 86% since 2 buildings
were incorrectly classified due to large extrusions in the form of
large dormer windows. Gable roofs were detected at a 91%
success rate. Problems again occur with large extrusions. All hip
roofs were correctly detected. However, the half-hipped roofs
only were correctly classified in 43% of the cases. The problem
with this category derives from the two small plane segments in
the upper height class. The current approach eliminates those
plane segments during plane detection
The test area did not include any mansard and mansard
hipped roofs. We therefore processed 10 additional buildings from
another data set (Annecy, France) for each of these two types. All
5 mansard roofs were detected. Errors occurred with the mansard
hipped roofs in 2 of the 5 cases. The plane segments in such roofs
are at very similar pitches so that plane detection merges plane
segments when they should be kept separate.

24

The smoothing of the DSM not only eliminates outliers, but
increases the throughput of plane detections by a factor two. Plane
detection requires a focus on the major planes, and thus a
meaningful threshold for the acceptable minimal size for plane
segments. This threshold is calculated for every building
depending on the size of the building footprint and the size of the
single plane segments.

roof planes
total

Table 4. Evaluation of roof shape detection;
Half
Mansard SawMansard
Hipped
Hipped tooth Total
roof
Roof
roof
roof

Roof
shape

Flat
roof

Shed
roof

Gable
roof

Hip
roof

Total
number

16

14

121

2

7

0

0

2

162

Detected
roof
shapes

14

12

112

2

3

0

0

2

145

Detection
rate (%)

88

86

91

100

43

-

-

100

78

4. Conclusion
We propose a method for automatically mapping roofs and
classifying them into architecturally accepted standard types,
based on traditional digital large format color aerial photography.
This method relies on point clouds at 25 pts/m2 extracted from
highly overlapping vertical aerial imagery, and on an image
classification using color and texture to delineate building outlines
and footprints. Experimental work in a Graz-test area with 186
buildings with 614 roof planes, results in correct roof planes in
92% of the cases. Small roof structures do confuse the analysis
and must therefore be detected and eliminated. This is successful
in 83% of all the test cases. Roof types get classified correctly at a
rate of 88%. LiDAR literature quotes its success with roof type
assignments at xxx%. Limitations exist with complex roof shapes
that include large dormers, or with curved roofs. However, those

difficulties are not specific to aerial photography and also present
themselves with LiDAR data. We may thus conclude that aerial
photography produces results at least as good as those from
LiDAR point clouds.
While we propose to continue with the development of roof
analysis work based on aerial photography, the experimental work
has revealed that some weaknesses exist in the proposed method.
These weaknesses from confusions with large dormers, or roof
gardens, or small differences in pitch angels of mansard hipped
roofs will be addressed. In addition work is needed with a wide
range of buildings in diverse areas of the World where
architectural styles are different from those in the initial test area
Graz. An initial look at French urban areas immediately shows
the strong use that is being made there of curved roofs. Snow-free
coastal resort environments may have various types of flat roofs,
historical small towns, alpine towns, urban cores with skyscrapers
and the urban fringe with its industrial zones will offer different
challenges.
We expect that a focus will be needed next on the analysis of
the detailed extrusions, sometimes intrusions, on roofs. These
concern chimneys, dormers, sky lights, terraces etc. Success with
those details will reflect back on an improvement of the roof
analysis and type assignments.
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